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Abstract11

Implants for the cure of female genital prolapse still show numerous complications cases that sometimes have12

dramatic consequences. These implants must be improved to provide physiological support and restore the13

normal functionalities of the pelvic area. Besides the trend towards lighter meshes, a better understanding14

of the in vivo role and impact of the mesh implantation is required.15

This work investigates the mechanical impact of meshes after implantation with regards to the behavior of16

the native tissues. Three meshes were studied to assess their mechanical and biological impact on the native17

tissues. An animal study was conducted on rats. Four groups (n = 17/group) underwent surgery. Rats were18

implanted on the abdominal wall with one of the three polypropylene knitted mesh (one mesh/group). The19

last group served as control and underwent the same surgery without any mesh implantation.20

Post-operative complications, contraction, mechanical rigidities, and residual deformation after cyclic21

loading were collected. Non-parametric statistical comparisons were performed (Kruskal-Wallis) to observe22

potential differences between implanted and control groups.23

Mechanical characterization showed that one of the three meshes did not alter the mechanical behavior24

of the native tissues. On the contrary, the two others drastically increased the rigidities and were also25

associated with clinical complications. All of the meshes seem to reduce the geometrical lengthening of the26

biological tissues that comes with repetitive loads.27

Mechanical aspects might play a key role in the compatibility of the mesh in vivo. One of the three28

materials that were implanted during an animal study seems to provide better support and adapt more29

properly to the physiological behavior of the native tissues.30

1. Introduction31

Pelvic organ prolapse (POP) characterized by the descent of one or more pelvic organs into the vagina,32

comes with troublesome symptoms (urinary incontinence, bulge feeling, chronic pain,...). They cause serious33

discomfort and can dramatically impact the everyday life of the patient. Treatments are often required to34

restore the normal mobilities of the pelvic area and improve the patients life.35

Surgical treatments may be required to restore the normal anatomy and mobilities of the pelvic area and36

improve the patient’s quality of life. During the past decades, the surgical procedure developed: instead of37

the traditional use of the native tissue and re-conformation of the pelvic system, surgical procedure trended38

to use synthetic mesh [1, 2]. These meshes are usually knitted textiles that are placed between the prolapsed39

organ and the vagina to restore the pelvic physiology and limit the extreme mobilities of the pathology.40
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While the use of synthetic prostheses seems to reduce the recurrence rate observed with traditional41

surgery [3], their use remains controversial. Post-operative complications cases are frequent [4, 5] and lead42

to drastic FDA recommendations. Vaginal meshes have been withdrawn from the US market. Some are43

still used in Europe and worldwide for stress urinary incontinence and through laparoscopic implantation44

for prolapse.45

This urged the need to better understand the role of these meshes and the impact of their implantation46

on the native tissues. The implantation of a mesh may cause an immune response of the body. In patho-47

logical cases, this immune response may be extreme, leading to excessive inflammation and fibrosis. The48

inflammatory process overreacts and is responsible for the contraction, pain, and sometimes exposure of the49

mesh through the native tissues [6–8]. The origin of this pathological immune response is believed to be50

multi-factorial: features such as the polymer yarn, mesh coating, pore shape or size, mechanical rigidity,51

etc, can trigger an overreaction of the immune system.52

Most specifications about the meshes concern its biocompatibility properties [9, 10]. Non-resorbable53

meshes are preferably macro-porous textiles, mostly knitted from polypropylene monofilament yarns. There54

are usual recommendations regarding the choice of a hypoallergenic, non-carcinogenic material but also55

toward a mesh that limits the inflammatory response and prevents infection or adhesion to the tissues.56

Several studies suggested that the large number of complications and the poor host-integration might be57

due to a greater mesh rigidity prior to implantation [11] or a mismatch between the mechanical properties58

of the mesh and the native tissues [12, 13]. To our knowledge, there is barely any specification about the59

mechanical properties of the mesh, whether before implantation, but most importantly after implantation60

once colonized by neo-tissue, in its in vivo state. This could, however, be a key parameter for the success61

of these meshes: the mesh, once implanted and colonized by scar tissue, should restore the physiological62

mechanical behavior of the native tissues.63

To improve the integration of prostheses and limit post-operative complications, mechanical specifications64

on the in vivo behavior of the mesh seem mandatory: specifications should apply to the mechanical behavior65

of the mesh after it is implanted and colonized by scar tissue rather than before the implantation, without66

being colonized by the tissue. Once implanted, the prosthesis will integrate into the body and form a67

biological composite with the native and scar tissue, which is supposed to ensure the normal physiological68

functions of the pelvic system and limit pathological mobilities.69

After its implantation, the mesh forms with the native and scar tissues a biological composite that70

remains yet poorly known. It seems however difficult to predict the biomechanical compatibility of a mesh71

directly from the raw mesh properties. There is an urgent need to better understand the role of these meshes72

and the impact of their implantation on the native tissues. In the literature, numerous works already studied73

mesh implantation in animal models looking at mechanical and histological features [11, 14–17]. Liang et al.74

[11] and Feola et al. [14] studied respectively the histomorphological and tissue composition aspects and75

biomechanical properties of the same commercial meshes. Their conclusions head toward the same conclusion76

that the stiffest mesh has a negative impact regarding tissue composition and mechanical properties. The77

impact of the mesh weight was assessed in different studies [16, 17] highlighting the benefits of the lighter78

mesh in long term considerations: lesser foreign material is implanted and some meshes can reproduce the79

mechanical behavior of the native tissues in specific directions. These studies proposed interesting insights80

about the effect of mostly commercial meshes after implantation regarding specific histological or mechanical81

parameters. We want to provide a comprehensive study that correlates raw textiles to their in vivo impact82

in terms of mechanical properties but also clinical complications in comparison with the native tissues. That83

would help to assess the choice of an optimal mesh with regards to its final purpose, here the cure of pelvic84

organ prolapse.85

For this study, three meshes were implanted in an animal model to investigate, with regards to their raw86

properties, their impact on the mechanical behavior of the biological composite (BC) made of native tissues,87

mesh and scar tissues after implantation.88

First, we detail the animal model and the textiles implanted during this study. We then specify the89

choice of the mechanical parameters that will be used to evaluate the impact of the implantation of the90

prostheses. The second section presents our main results, in terms of mechanical impact on the native tissue91

behavior and clinical observations following the implantation and healing. In the last part of the present92
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paper, we will discuss the validity and limitations of the results.93

2. Material and method94

2.1. Textile implants95

Three knitted textiles A, B, and C were designed and manufactured by DYLCO (Bertry, France), with96

a 80 µm diameter polypropylene yarn.97

Like the biological soft tissues, meshes present a non-linear behavior: average rigidities at small and98

large deformations are presented in Table 1 along with the textiles’ physical and geometrical features. These99

average results are obtained using 5 test specimens.100

Name
Surface Pore size Rigidity
weight (mm) (N)
(g/m2) Diameter Initial Final

A 28 1.30± 0.07 0.24± 0.03 2.54± 0.04
B 18 2.16± 0.04 0.092± 0.002 1.85± 0.07
C 13 3.87± 0.10 0.058± 0.007 1.16± 0.12

Table 1: Average properties of the textiles A, B, and C: surface weight, largest pore dimension and rigidities. Values are
averaged from five tested samples.

Surface weight is measured according to norm NF-EN-12127. To measure the pore size, textile samples101

are dyed in a bright color (white or silver painting), pictured with a macro-lens (Canon EF 100mm f/2.8102

Macro USM) on a dark background. A graduated marker on the picture helps to get the pixel to mm103

correspondence. Images are then processed with the software ImageJ. For each textile, macropores are104

identified as illustrated in Figure 1. Pores are approximated by an ellipse of the small and large axis a and105

b. The diameter of the equivalent circle is then quantified as d =
√
ab. Interstitial pores and smaller pores106

were not quantified.107

Figure 1: Pore size evaluation. The source image is binarized and pore contours detected.

All three meshes present distinct densities, pore size, and rigidities. Meshes A and B have a rather108

hexagonal pore type, while mesh C shows large round pores, as shown in Figure 2.109

The mechanical properties of the plain textile are obtained following textile testing standards (NF-EN-110

13494-1). Five samples of 20 cm long and 5 cm width are tested under uniaxial tension in the warp direction.111

Tests were performed at a displacement speed of 20 mm/min on an electromechanical tensile testing machine112

(Instron). The sample is tightened between grips equipped with rubber plates to avoid slipping. The force113

is measured with a 2.5 kN loadcell. The deformation is computed as the clamp to clamp’s distance ratio.114

The average mechanical behavior of the knitted mesh is approximately bi-linear, as shown in Figure 3.115

Because of their nature (knitted, very porous textile), meshes are closer to structures than to a plain116
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Figure 2: Close-up view of the architectures of textile A, B and C
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Figure 3: Average force vs deformation behavior of the three meshes under uniaxial traction following warp direction. Five
samples of each mesh were tested. Error bars display the standard deviation

material. Computing the stress within such a flat porous structure proves difficult. For this reason, a117

different mechanical characterization was performed on the raw mesh and biological composites.118

Rigidities under small and large deformations are respectively computed as the slope in the first 20%119

and the last 20% of deformations; to have a rough approximation of the overall behavior of the mesh. The120

ranges of identification were fixed arbitrarily and approximately correspond to the two linear areas in the121

mechanical response [18].122

2.2. Animal study123

Sixty-eight rats were divided into four groups: a control group, that went through a sham surgery, and124

three implanted groups, that were implanted with one textile. They are called Group A, B, or C, according125

to the implanted textile reference.126

This protocol has been approved by the local ethics committee (Comité d’Ethique en Expérimentation127

Animale Nord-Pas-de-Calais - CEEA 75).128

The mesh consisted of a 7 cm long and 5 cm large textile rectangle, whose longer side was aligned with129

the warp direction of the textile. During the implantation, it was centered on the abdominal wall, with130

the long side corresponding with the craniocaudal direction [19, 20]. The control group’s rat underwent the131

same surgery without the implantation of a mesh: the surgery was assumed to favor the development of132

scar tissues on the abdominal wall.133

Three months after implantation, to ensure stabilized healing [19, 20], the rats were euthanized. The134

abdomen was opened along the implantation scar. The BC was resected en bloc. The control group was135
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explanted following the same protocol.136

Complications were classified by severity during the healing and at the time of sacrifice: hematoma,137

infection, mesh exposition, or erosion. Mesh contraction is often believed to cause pain and discomfort to138

the patient [21]. The shrinkage of the mesh was assessed by evaluating the contraction of the mesh prior to139

harvesting. It was estimated by measuring the length and width between the sutures at the time and after140

implantation and computing the current to initial area ratio of the mesh.141

2.3. Mechanical characterization142

Mechanical properties are evaluated by performing cyclic uniaxial tensile tests immediately after har-143

vesting, with an in-house developed testing machine, called Biotens [19], shown in Figure 4-a).144

A 6 cm long and 2 cm wide sample is punched in the abdominal wall, centered on the linea alba. The145

initial thickness, e0, is measured while placing the sample between two glass slides under a comparator. The146

sample dimensions are measured before testing to compute the stress from the force measurement: l0 and147

e0 respectively the initial width and thickness in mm.148

In a previous study [19], we were able to gather preliminary information about the mechanical behavior149

of the control rat abdominal wall. It appeared that beyond 40% of deformation most of the samples show150

signs of damage or rupture. Thus, to study the damage appearance and/or growth, we decided to study the151

permanent strain induced by damage within the physiological range of strain on the biological composite.152

We, therefore, characterized the behavior under cyclic loads, observing the permanent strain after each153

unloading phase, beyond 40% of strain.154

Cyclic uniaxial tension tests are performed at a displacement rate of 5 mm/min, corresponding to an155

average 0.03 s−1 strain rate. Force is measured with a 100 N loadcell (sensitivity: 0.02 N). The stress156

is computed as σ =
F

e0l0
from the force measurement F and l0 and e0 respectively the initial width and157

thickness in mm. Elongation is computed as the ratio between the current L and initial L0 clamp-to-clamp158

distances.159

The sample is stretched at increasing deformation levels, set to 10, 25, and 40%, as shown in Figure 4-b).160

Once the deformation threshold is attained, the sample is unloaded to 0.1 N. Three cycles are performed161

at the first three deformation stages and only two at the last one (40%). Above the last deformation level,162

the samples tend to severely damage or break, therefore a monotonic uniaxial tension follows the two last163

cycles.164

The mechanical response is non-linear, hyperelastic and assumed isotropic. It can be modeled with a165

Yeoh second order model [22]. The strain energy density W depends on the right Cauchy-Green tensor C:166

W = C0(I1 − 3) + C1(I1 − 3)2 (1)

using two coefficient C0 and C1 and the first invariant I1 = Tr(C), with Tr the trace operator.167

Assuming the incompressibility of the tissues due to their water content, the Cauchy-Green tensor in168

simple tension is diagonal: C = diag(λ, 1√
λ
, 1√

λ
), where λ is the elongation.169

The stress σ depends therefore of the elongation λ with respect to:170

σ = 2(λ− 1

λ2
)

(
C0 + 2C1(λ2 +

2

λ
− 3)

)
(2)

C0 denotes the rigidity at small strain while C1 characterizes the rigidity at large strain, the tangential171

behaviors are illustrated in Figure 4-c). The parameters are optimized for each dataset by minimizing the172

squared error between the experimental and modeled stress using a linear least-square algorithm available173

in the Python Scipy library [23].174

The toe region of the stress-strain curve is characterized by low efforts at small displacement. The175

comfort zone limit delimits the areas of low and high stiffness. For human vaginal tissues, it is considered to176

be representative of everyday physiological conditions [13, 24]. In the large stiffness zone, stresses become177

important and are related to rarer physiological or traumatic events. If the comfort zone is shrunk, with the178

implantation of a mesh, for example, stresses would be higher at deformation corresponding to physiological179
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Figure 4: a) Mechanical tensile testing machine Biotens (internal development), b) Typical mechanical response in uniaxial
cyclic loading, c) Monotonic uniaxial behavior retrieved from the cyclic response. The preponderance of C0 and C1 are indicated
in the graph. The limit of the comfort zone is defined at the intersection of the initial and final tangent. d) Close-up view of
the 3 cycles at 25% deformation and identification method of the residual strain.

situations, and may, therefore, cause pain to the patient. It is difficult in the present study to decide if the180

toe region is associated with the comfort of the animal. However, the conservation of the toe region could181

be a relevant insight into the compatibility of the mesh.182

In the present work, the comfort zone limit is determined as the deformation obtained at the intersection183

of the initial and final tangent to the experimental curve [25]. The comfort limit deformation is found at the184

intersection of the initial and final linear tangent to the experimental curves. They are respectively obtained185

by linear regression on the first and last 10% of deformation.186

The residual deformation is increasing with the number of cycles performed at one level. They are187

therefore identified after the last unloading at each deformation level when the stress reaches a minimum188

value of 0.004 MPa, as illustrated in Figure 4-d). It characterizes the geometrical irreversible lengthening of189

the sample occurring after several loadings.190

2.4. Statistics191

The median and interquartile range (IQR) are presented to handle the non-normal distribution of the192

mechanical results. Statistical comparisons are performed with Python Scipy (1.3.0) [23]. All groups are193

first compared with a Kruskal-Wallis test considering rigidities and comfort zone. In the case of a significant194

p-value, a Mann-Whitney-U post-hoc test is run for pairwise comparisons to the control group. A p-value of195
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less than 0.05 is considered significant. The measure of the residual deformation is considered as a qualitative196

value: it is difficult to estimate accurately. Therefore statistical comparisons between groups regarding this197

parameter were not performed.198

3. Results199

3.1. Clinical observations200

Group A presented three cases of severe mesh exposures. Given the severity of the exposure, the ab-201

dominal walls of the three affected rats were not explanted. The other groups, B and C, did not present202

any exposure case. Five and nine cases of hematoma were noticed in groups B and C respectively during203

the three months post-surgery. All were resorbed by the time of the explantation. Retraction are reported204

in Table 2. The median values remain in the same range, around 30% in the area.205

Area contraction (IQR)(%) Exposition Complications
A 30.2 (17.8) 3
B 30.7 (10.3) 0 5 hematomas (resorbed at the time of explantation)
C 36.7 (27.8) 0 9 hematomas (resorbed at the time of explantation)

Table 2: Clinical observations and median mesh contraction.

However, locally, four cases of extreme contraction were observed in group C. Figure 5 shows a case206

of extreme local contraction. The mesh was fixed at the four corners, which limited the contraction along207

the edges. In the central area, far from the borders, mesh C happened to severely shrink with a longitu-208

dinal contraction superior to 50% in the linea alba area where the mechanical sample is cut. The mesh209

implant aspect was extremely stiff in these cases. Cases of severe contraction or exposure were therefore not210

mechanically tested.211

Figure 5: Extreme contraction case: the mesh length in the middle area is less than 50% of its original length

3.2. Apparent rigidities212

Table 3 reports the evolution of the rigidities according to the animal groups. Figure 6 illustrates the213

dispersion of the mechanical results, using the identified mechanical parameters.214

Global comparisons were not able to tell any significant differences for the rigidity at small deformations215

C0 (p = 0.3) but detected significant one for the rigidity at large deformations C1 (p = 3.10−2).216

The implantation of mesh A or C seems to significantly increase the rigidity in large deformation217

(pControl/A = 2.10−2 and pControl/C = 1.10−2). Mesh B was not significantly different from Control under218

large deformations (pControl/B = 0.4). It may preserve physiological rigidities.219

3.3. Comfort zone220

Table 3 presents the comfort deformation limit for the four groups. The global comparison shows a221

significant difference between the groups (p = 6.10−7).222

Unlike mesh B, mesh A and C on the contrary significantly shifted the inflection point to the left, hence223

reduced the physiological comfort zone as identified with the control group.224
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Figure 6: Mechanical behaviors of the observation groups. The median behavior is plotted in full lines, the variability range is
filled between two dashed lines respectively the first and third quartiles.

Name
C0 (kPa) C1 (kPa) Comfort zone limit (deformation(%))

Median (IQR) Median (IQR) Median (IQR)
Control 2.3 (1.4) 31 (15)?, † 37.5 (10.9)?, †

A 3.4 (5) 59 (55)? 17.1 (6.37)?

B 4.7 (5.7) 26 (26) 33.9 (21.2)
C 3.9 (1.8) 47 (35)† 16.9 (17.2)†

Table 3: Mechanical properties of the groups. Median and interquartile range (Q3 − Q1) of rigidities at small and large
deformations and comfort deformation are given. Symbols ? and † show a significant difference between the two groups.

3.4. Residual strain225

Figure 7 displays the mean value of the residual deformation ratio after cycling at 10, 25% and 40% of226

deformation. The ratio is computed as the residual deformation of the group to the residual deformation of227

the control group. Table 4 presents the median and interquartile range of the residual deformation of each228

group.229

Below 10% of deformation, the evaluation of the residual deformation remains difficult due to large vari-230

ation. Comparing results obtained on the control samples and the mesh composites above that deformation231

level highlights the added value of the mesh. Mesh A limited the progression of the residual deformation232

compared to the control abdominal wall. To a lesser extent, the two other meshes also seemed to have a233

beneficial impact on the evolution of the residual strain.234

Deformation level 10% 25% 40%
Median (IQR) Median (IQR) Median (IQR)

Control 5.0 (3) 16.5 (4.6) 24.3 (3.8)
A 5.9 (1.4) 11.0 (2.9) 17.7 (1.9)
B 6.4 (2.0) 15.0 (2.5) 21.0 (1.8)
C 6.5 (1.5) 14.5 (2.7) 22.5 (2)

Table 4: Median and interquartile range (Q3 -Q1) of the residual deformation.
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Figure 7: Evolution of the average residual deformation ratio after cycles at 10, 25 et 40% deformations according to the
observation group.

4. Discussion235

The impact of mesh implantation was assessed regarding clinical but mostly mechanical observations:236

complication cases, mechanical parameters in uniaxial tension, comfort zone, and residual deformation.237

Clinical outcomes evaluation consisted of the quantification of major complications and mesh contraction.238

They gave relevant insights about the compatibility of the meshes. Serious cases of contraction happened239

after the implantation of mesh C, that were not observed with the two other meshes. The poor integration240

of mesh C suggests its lack of physiological compatibility. Mesh implants seem to protect the native tissues241

from geometrical lengthening, that usually appears over repeated solicitations. Depending on the type of242

the mesh, we observed an increase in the rigidities under large deformation of the BC with mesh A or C in243

comparison to the native tissues alone. This rigidity rise was also combined with a reduction of the comfort244

zone. On the contrary, mesh B did not impact those mechanical properties, preserving the physiological245

range of deformation of the native tissues. Our limited observations still suggest that the modification of246

the mechanical properties were often associated with severe complications.247

The urogynecological implant market trends toward ultra-weight meshes, that are expected to provide248

improved bio-compatibility [26]. Mesh B is a hexagonal pore shape lighter version of mesh A which proved to249

provide better in vivo integration. Mesh C presents round and larger pores. Despite being lighter than A and250

B, its implantation led to extreme retraction cases and a significant change in the mechanical properties of251

the BC. Recently Lake et al. [27] explored the impact of the mesh physical properties on the host integration252

quantifying histological and mechanical effects. With much heavier meshes (above 38 g/m2), they showed253

that the pore size and shape of the mesh seem to impact the host integration more than its density. The254

knitted design or architecture is responsible for the textile’s ability to deform. The mesh’s architecture255

allows it to rearrange and stretch at low forces with respect to the physiological mobilities and deformations256

of the native tissues. It could be interesting, in a similar approach to Röhrnbauer and Mazza [28] to relate257

the geometry to the raw mechanical properties. The link between the mesh raw properties and its in vivo258

integration is not straightforward and would require further investigations to understand the impact of the259

pore geometry.260

Mesh’s in vivo integration is a complex phenomenon to study as it might rely on both the mechanical261

but also the physical aspects of the mesh. Textile meshes are basically structures. Their nature kept us262

from comparing the raw mechanical properties to the biological composite’s ones. During a mechanical test263

on a knitted textile, one observes a quite bilinear response of the force with respect to the deformation.264

In the beginning, one sees a structure response: the pores deforms while the yarn sections tend to realign265

with the traction direction. Once yarns are realigned, the yarn material (polypropylene here) defines the266
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rigidity of the mesh. There are therefore two phases: a structure and a material one, that both tend to267

disappear when looking at the biological composite. The latter is indeed closer to a plain material than268

the former. Moreover, if we were to apply the mechanical testing conditions of the biological composite,269

the cyclic testing would take place either during the structure response or the material one of the plain270

mesh. This raises questions in terms of mechanical testing: how relevant is the comparison between the raw271

textile vs biological composites. This is why we did not apply nor compare the same mesh before and after272

implantation in terms of mechanical parameters.273

The two meshes, A and C, even if they were completely different in their raw state, provoked severe274

complications and significantly changed the mechanical response of the composite. On the contrary, mesh B275

did not seem to impact the mechanical behavior of the native tissues: the mesh-tissue composite behaved in276

a similar way to the native tissues. It seems counter-intuitive to imagine that the addition of a rigid element,277

the mesh, would have no effect on the rigidity of the BC. Similar observations were reported by Melman278

et al. [29] after the implantation of meshes in a porcine hernia model. In a rat model, the study by Ulrich279

et al. [30] observed the stiffness with a ball-burst test of the native abdominal wall and mesh-tissue complex280

issued from the implantation of a mesh. The mesh-tissue-complex with the Restorelle mesh was also revealed281

to be as stiff as the native tissues.282

The cyclic data displayed the impact of the mesh as all implanted groups presented lower residual283

deformation growth than the native tissues. For larger deformation, the role of the mesh appears to be284

more significant. Although those data are rather quantitative, they compare well with the study of Ulrich285

et al. [30]. Market meshes were implanted on rats’ abdominal wall and tested after 30 and 90 days following286

implantation. In a comparable manner, the implants with meshes seem to significantly lower the residual287

deformation when compared to the control group without mesh.288

The present work lacks information about the biological aspects of the mesh implantation. The explant289

was harvested en-bloc with the muscle and aponeurotic tissues and the sample was taken centered on the290

linea alba. The heterogeneity and the multi-layered nature of the samples might prevent the observation291

of slight changes. Immunochemistry or histological analyses may improve the understanding of the healing292

behavior around the meshes: the prosthesis implantation involves a cellular and tissue remodeling that might293

explain why and how the mechanical properties of the composite adapt and change.294

The animal model is the other main limitation of this study. The implantation on the abdominal wall is295

questionable: it cannot be representative of POP clinical cases. The animal model with vaginal implantation296

is probably better for tolerance. Regarding the mechanical properties no animal model, except non-human297

primate whose access is very limited access and expensive, presents a standing position, thus the mechanical298

constraints on the implants are also far from the human case. The abdominal wall model is imperfect but299

probably the most accessible and the closest that can be obtained. Implantations in an abdominal or vaginal300

environment were compared in rabbit [31, 32] and sheep model [33, 34]. In the sheep model, it seems that301

higher contraction or erosion rates happen in vaginal implantation, differences from an histological point of302

view are also noted. In a rabbit model, Ozog et al. [31] told about the technical difficulties of the vaginal303

implantation in a small animal model, preventing them to perform biomechanical observations. The rat304

model is still widely used in POP meshes studies and was however sufficient to study the impact of the mesh305

implantation on the mechanical properties of the native tissues. The surgical procedure could be slightly306

improved by using a defect model [35–38] in order to get closer to clinical cases and induce stronger healing307

constraints on the native tissues. However, a defect model on rats would still be closer to a hernia model308

than a genital prolapse model. For further investigation of the impact of the mesh in more representative309

conditions, ewes represent an interesting anatomical model [39], allowing for implantation on the vaginal310

wall. This model is already often used for the clinical and mechanical observations of POP meshes in311

vivo [40, 41].312

In this study, the passive mechanical properties of the biological composites were tested, using quasi-static313

testing conditions. However, pelvic organs contain smooth muscles that contract in vivo. By extension,314

the meshes should also undergo contractions. A few studies have already considered this aspect in the315

characterization of the human or animal pelvic tissues [42, 43]. Coupled passive and active characterization316

of explants were also studied with commercial meshes [33, 44–46]. In Feola et al. [33] study, it seems that the317

contractile response after the stimulation with KCl solution of the underlying tissue tends to decrease after318
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the implantation of a commercial mesh. Hympánová et al. [46] assessed the contractility before and after319

the implantation without seeing a significant change with control tissue. Testing the biological composite320

in its active state, ie subjected to external stimulation could be an interesting development to better assess321

the compatibility of a mesh.322

Non-resorbable meshes are supposed to stay permanently in the body and provide adapted support to323

the pelvic area while restoring the comfort of the patient in her everyday life. To promote its integration324

into the body, it seems preferable that the mesh should be able to correctly mimic the physiological behavior325

of the native tissues while preventing the reappearance or progression of the pathology. Meshes should be326

designed with regards to their in vivo role rather than the only specification on their raw properties.327

Recent works [13, 47] stressed the importance of the biomechanical compatibility of the mesh implant.328

Unlike what the pathological extreme mobilities intuitively suggest, prolapsed tissues appear to be stiffer329

than non-pathological ones [48] as shown in Figure 8. Physiological deformations correspond to the area330

where stress and strain are considered as low, with respect to extreme or damaging zone [25]. This region331

is preserved in prolapsed tissues [48], Figure 8, and ensures the comfort of the patient in everyday life332

functions. Even if the location of the physiological range is not precisely defined and may slightly vary333

from ours, Mazza and Ehret [13] suggested similarly that compatible graft once implanted should mimic the334

mechanical properties of the native tissues in the physiological range.335

Residual deformation
Geometrical lengtheningLarger deformations and rupture

Discomfort/pain

a) b)

Physiological deformations
Comfort and functional range

Figure 8: a) Mechanical response of the non-pathological and prolapsed vaginal wall [48]. The behavior is non-linear and
presents two main regions: one where stress and strain remain low, the second is associated with higher stress, and severe
damaging or rupture of the tissue. The first region corresponds to the physiological range where the organs function in
everyday life. In the second region, the risk of pains and discomforts are higher due to larger stresses. Round and diamond
markers indicate respectively the experimental behavior of the pathological and non-pathological vaginal wall. Black dashed
lines illustrate the tangent behavior in small and large deformations, respectively controlled by C0 and C1. The vertical green
dashed line localizes the limit of the comfort zone. b) Typical mechanical response to cyclic loading of the human vaginal
sample. Residual deformations, highlighted with the blue arrows, appear after the first cycles and increase over repeated
loading.

Pelvic tissues also present a damageable response when cyclically loaded [49, 50] that may cause over336

time and repeated loadings increasing residual deformations, ie a geometrical lengthening of the tissues,337

see Figure 8. Numerical simulations [51] showed that this lengthening of the pelvic tissues has a stronger338

influence on POP occurrence than the change of the mechanical properties. Although it has never been fully339

investigated to our knowledge, these observations seem consistent with the clinical experience: surgeons340

often happen to resect tissues during POP surgery. Besides, Luo et al. [52] have also observed with MRI341

that the pelvic ligaments were significantly longer in prolapsed cases in comparison with non-prolapsed ones.342

Meshes should help to restore the anatomy and physiological functions of the pelvic area. Implanted343

meshes should, therefore, be designed and tested to match the mechanical behavior of the native tissue.344

Prolapsed tissues are already stiffer [48] than non prolapsed ones, the stiffness increase does not seem to345
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prevent the occurrence of POP. Geometrical observations [51, 52] suggest that the lengthening of pelvic346

structures might be a cause of its apparition. One can, therefore, assume that the mesh should preferably347

not stiffen the pelvic system but rather protect the native tissues from being exposed to extreme deformations348

that would cause important residual deformation and geometrical lengthening. It also seems that the optimal349

mesh should not shrink the physiological deformation range: it would create higher, non-physiological stresses350

in the pelvic tissue, thus pain or discomfort to the patients.351

Beyond the mechanical rigidities and stress-strain response shape, the present study aims at pointing352

the role of the mesh from other mechanical aspects. Instead of stiffening the native tissues, the optimal353

mesh should, therefore, preserve the physiological mechanical behavior of the native tissues and limit the354

progression of the natural lengthening to restore and ensure the physiological functions of the pelvic area.355

The approach presented in this work allowed us to assess the compatibility and mechanical changes fol-356

lowing mesh implantation. With respect to the mechanical behavior of the non-pathological pelvic system,357

mesh B appears at the time to achieve the best compromise between mechanical, clinical, and structural358

specifications. Choosing the best candidate in this study remains challenging, demanding an important359

testing process that involved an animal study. Unfortunately the limitations of this study (implantation360

location, low number of animals,...) prevent us to fully demonstrate if the mesh B is a suitable candidate361

for the cure of POP. Extensive studies are still required to better determine the link between the mesh’s362

architecture and its mechanical properties before implantation and the clinical outcomes as well as mechan-363

ical impact after implantation. Mechanical observations could be combined with histological considerations364

in a representative animal model. More generally, understanding the changes due to implantation as well365

as the impact of the textile’s architecture could help in faster and safer meshes design.366

Conclusion367

Whatever route for implantation is chosen, new and well-adapted meshes are required to improve the368

cure of POP. Pore size, shape, density, or even mechanical properties of the raw textile could not be alone369

predictive of the implantation results.370

The mesh once implanted can condition three mechanical aspects of the native tissues: rigidities, comfort371

zone, and residual deformation. Residual deformations, caused by repeated solicitation lead to a geometrical372

lengthening of the native tissues and are believed to be a reason for the apparition of prolapse. Meshes could373

yet help in restoring the pelvic static and inhibit the relapse risk. Reducing the range of the comfort zone374

could cause severe pain and discomfort to the patient. Instead of stiffening the native tissues, the optimal375

mesh should preserve the physiological mechanical behavior of the native tissues and limit the progression376

of the natural lengthening to restore and ensure the physiological functions of the pelvic area.377

Three meshes and their in vivo effect after implantation were compared. One mesh seems to provide more378

adequate support and mechanical biocompatibility, with both better clinical results in terms of postoperative379

complications and a more physiological mechanical response. Further extensive studies are required to better380

understand the link between ex and in vivo mechanical properties and extrapolate the results in anatomically381

representative conditions.382
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